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WASHINGTON – This may come as 
bad news for Al Gore.  

The modest global warming trend has stopped – maybe even reversed itself.  

And it's not just the record low temperatures experienced in much of the world this 
winter.  

For at least the last five years, global temperatures have been falling, according to 
tracking performed by Roy Spencer, the climatologist formerly of NASA.  

"Global warming" was going to bring more and more horrific hurricanes, climate change 
scientists and the politicians who subscribed to their theories said. But since 2005, only 
one major hurricane has struck North America.  
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No need to get overheated. Read "Global Warming or Global Governance? What the 
media refuse to tell you about so-called climate change" for just $4.95 today!  

A new study by Florida State University researcher Ryan Maue shows worldwide 
ow.  

(Story continues below) 

Two more studies – one by the Leibniz Institute of Marine Science and the Max Planck 

  

The Arctic sea ice has grown more on a percentage basis this winter than it has since 

The number of polar bears has risen 25 percent in the past decade. There are 15,000 of 

"The most recent global warming that began in 1977 is over, and the Earth has entered a 

g 

77."  

Climatologist Joe D’Aleo of the International Climate and Environmental Change 
e 

ide 

"The data suggest cooling not warming in Earth's future," he says.  

cyclone activity – typhoons, as well as hurricanes – has reached at least a 30-year l

Institute of Meteorology in Germany and another by the University of Wisconsin – 
predict a slowing, or even a reversal of warming, for at least the next 10 to 20 years.

1979.  

them in the Arctic now, where 10 years ago there were 12,000.  

new phase of global cooling," says Don Easterbrook, professor of geology at Western 
Washington University in Bellingham, confidently. He maintains a switch in Pacific 
Ocean currents "assures about three decades of global cooling. New solar data showin
unusual absence of sun spots and changes in the sun’s magnetic field suggest ... the 
present episode of global cooling may be more severe than the cooling of 1945 to 19

Assessment Project, says new data "show that in five of the last seven decades sinc
World War II, including this one, global temperatures have cooled while carbon diox
has continued to rise."  

 

  

 

If you'd like to sound off on this issue, please take part in the WorldNetDaily poll. 

 

Related offers: 

HYSTERIA: Exposing the secret agenda behind today's obsession with global warming 
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Read the book that started it all: Al Gore's "Earth in the Balance" 

"Global Warming or Global Governance? What the media refuse to tell you about so-
called climate change" 

"The Sky's Not Falling! Why it's OK to chill on global warming" 

"I'm pro-choice – on light bulbs" – Bumper sticker sends Congress message over its 
banning Edison's invention 

 

Previous stories: 

'Global warming' data called 'ancient astrology'  

Obama's $300 billion-a-year climate-change plan 

Report: Ice Age to blast Earth  

Global warming dissenters dash scientific 'consensus'  

2008: Coolest year of this century 

Global warming debate heats up 

Pelosi, Pickens plan to pick your pockets 

Windmill farms: Just a bunch of hot air 

U.N. to raise own thermostat 5 degrees 

Top hurricane scientist cools to global warming 

Baptists: No change on climate change 

Scientists meet in NYC to challenge Gore, U.N. 

Garbage in, garbage out: More bad warming data 

Global warming shocker -- Who's minding the thermometers? 

Weather Channel founder: Warming 'greatest scam in history' 

Anti-global warming report a hoax 
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Gore's 'Inconvenient Truth' required for city employees 

Think tank: Withdraw Gore film's Oscar 

Sun still main force in climate change 

Study finds CO2 didn't end ice age 

Kids global warming book 'deceives' 

500 scientists refute global warming dangers 

Sizzling study concludes: Global warming 'hot air' 

Newsweek v. Newsweek on global warming denial 

Fox News targeted for global warming 'stance' 

Low temp blamed for small crowd at global warming fest 

U.N. leader: Darfur slaughter triggered by global warming 

Light bulb ban craze exceeds disposal plans 

Gore refuses to take energy pledge 

ABC News begs: Send us 'global warming' evidence 

Protest decries 'global-warming cover-up' 

Global warming? It's in the stars, says scientist 

Environmentalists blast Gore: 'Take back toxic electronics' 

Poll: 70% of evangelicals see global warming threat 

Scientists slam Gore 

Barbra Streisand: 'Global warming emergency' 

Bush, 'global warming' to blame for hurricane? 

Putin adviser says Kyoto 'smoke screen' 

'Global warming' hype reaches fever pitch 
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Study: 'Global warming' claims overheated? 

Gore decries 'global warming' in bitterly cold NYC 

'Global-warming' experts ripped for heating planet 

Global warming on Mars - without SUVs! 

Bush taking 'dark path' on global warming? 
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